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Background: An emerging body of research is using grey literature to
investigate software practice. One frequently occurring type of grey literature
is the blog post. Whilst there are prospective benefits to using grey literature
and blog posts to investigate software practice, there are also concerns about
the quality of such material.
Objectives: To identify and describe the benefits and challenges to using
blog–like content to investigate software practice, and to scope directions for
further research.
Methods: We conduct a review of previous research, mainly within soft-
ware engineering, to identify benefits, challenges and directions; and use that
review to complement our experiences of using blog posts in research.
Results and Conclusion: We identify and organise benefits and challenges
of using blog–like documents in software engineering research. We develop a
definition of the type of blog–like document that should be of (more) value
to software engineering researchers. We identify and scope several directions
in which to progress research into and with blog–like documents. We discuss
similarities and differences in secondary and primary studies that use blog–
like documents, and similarities and differences between the use of blog–
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like documents and the use of already established research methods, e.g.,
interview and survey.
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1 Introduction
An emerging body of software engineering researchers (e.g., [26, 25, 27, 75,
23]) argue for, and demonstrate, the benefits of using grey literature to inves-
tigate software practice. For example, researchers state that grey literature
helps bridge the gap between practice and research, promotes the voice of
the practitioner, and helps to better incorporate industrial context. There
are however concerns about software engineering research using grey litera-
ture, for example concerns about the ability to quality–assure content that
is more likely to be subjective and therefore bias. There may also be mis-
conceptions around the status of grey literature, for example whether a grey
literature review (GLR) is (un)reasonably treating grey literature with the
same evidential value as the primary studies of a Systematic Review (SR).
We are interested in a particular subset of grey literature, a subset we refer
to as the blog–like document. (We formally define the term blog–like document
in section 2.) We use the term blog–like document because blogs and blog
posts are good examples of the kinds of content we are interested in, however
the blog post is surprisingly difficult to formally define. Being a subset of grey
literature, we are aware that blog–like documents, and their content, inherit
both the benefits and challenges of grey literature, e.g., that blog posts help
incorporate the practitioners’ voice into research etc. The blog–like document
may come with its own, additional benefits and challenges, for example the
benefit of aggregating and triangulating the views of a particular blogger over
time from their multiple blog posts, and the challenge of accommodating the
range of feedback often ‘attached’ to a blog post, e.g., comments, shares,
up–votes.
Raulamo–Jurvanen, Mäntylä and Garousi [66], and Soldani, Tamburri and
Heuvel [75] report what we believe to be the first systematic grey–literature–
only reviews in software engineering. For Soldani et al., 40% of the grey
literature used in their study was blog posts. Raulamo–Jurvanen et al. and
Soldani et al.’s work complements the work of Garousi, Felderer and Mäntylä
[26, 25, 23, 27] who, in a series of recent papers, promote the need for, value
of, and guidelines for multivocal literature reviews (MLRs), which accommo-
date within them GLRs.
There are other published studies in software engineering research that
use blogs, though not in the context of a literature review. For example,
Parnin, Treude and Storey [54, 53] have used blogs in their investigations of
API documentation. And Pagano and Maalej [50] studied developers’ use
of project–specific blogs. There has also been work investigating influential
bloggers (e.g., [35]) though again not in the context of literature reviews or
secondary studies.
The objectives of this paper are:
• to identify and describe benefits to using blog–like documents and con-
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tent in software engineering research;
• to identify and describe challenges to using blog–like documents and
content in software engineering research; and
• to scope directions for further research to address the challenges and
realise the benefits.
The paper makes the following contributions: a set of references, identified
through a structured review, concerning the use of blog–like documents; a
comparison of the investigation of blog–like documents using literature re-
views and case–surveys; a reference definition for blog-like documents; and
the identification of five main benefits (and multiple more specific bene-
fits), fourteen main challenges, and fifteen directions for research. We intend
for the paper to complement the series of papers by Garousi, Felderer and
Mäntylä [26, 25, 23, 27] and the work of Raulamo–Jurvanen, Mäntylä and
Garousi [66], and Soldani, Tamburri and Heuvel [75]. The current paper con-
siderably extends a previous paper [64] through, for example, a more formal
and more detailed identification and review of relevant literature.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: section 2 presents a
definition of blog–like documents and uses that definition as the foundation
for a structured review of relevant research, including primary and secondary
studies in software engineering research. Section 3 reviews and summarises
benefits to the use of blog–like documents. Section 4 reviews and summarises
challenges to the use of blog–like documents. Section 5 summarises future
research directions, contrasts secondary and primary studies, and contrasts
information gathered through and from blog–like documents with informa-
tion gathered through and from interviews and surveys. Finally, in section
6 we provide a brief conclusion, consider threats to the review and identify
opportunities to address those threats.
2 Framing the review
2.1 Definition of blog–like documents
In Table 1 we present a reference definition for the use of blog–like documents
in software engineering research. We present the definition near the beginning
of this paper to help frame the subsequent discussion. The definition emerged
from our own experiences of researching blog–like documents together with
iteration between search, selection, analysis and reporting of previous litera-
ture. The reference definition is based on a set of typical features for blog–like
documents; seeks to exclude unsuitable documents, such as those which are
irrelevant (based on topic) or of unknown origin (e.g., unknown author); is
intended to be used by other software engineering researchers as a reference
for developing a definition appropriate to their own research; and is a defi-
nition expected to be complemented by a quality–assessment framework (to
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be developed by further research) and an appropriate research method (such
as an MLR or case–survey).
Table 1: Reference definition of blog–like document in software engineering
# A blog–like document typically:
1 is a publicly accessible document
2 has an identifiable author who is an identifiable software practitioner
3 primarily comprises written content (for pragmatic reasons we focus initially on
English) perhaps also with other media (e.g., images, video) and URL links to other
content
4 contains personally–written, professionally–oriented content.
5 is published at an online location, i.e. as a webpage.
6 has content that relates to a topic or topics concerning software engineering and its
practice
7 is published on a (relatively) frequent basis (typically) in reverse chronological order
8 is (capable of being) revised in response to on–going feedback from readers.
9 is published with a clear date of publication.
10 supports comments and other forms of reader feedback, such as up–votes.
2.2 Rationale for the review
Since 2016 [87], we have been investigating the value and use of blog–like
documents as a potential source of information for investigating software
practice. From our own empirical work, and through the review of others’
empirical work, we have identified potential benefits, recurring challenges,
and opportunities and requirements for further research. This paper consid-
erably extends a previous paper [64] to discuss a set of benefits, challenges
and research directions drawn from our own experience and complemented
by a structured review of prior research.
To reduce bias in our review and to help ensure a balanced review, we
performed a series of structured searches for relevant literature, and reviewed
the papers identified from those searches.
2.3 Search and selection of literature
Our focus for the review is on primary and secondary studies that empirically
investigate software practice using blog–like documents as a clearly identi-
fiable source of data. We intentionally exclude a range of types of social
media, such as micro–blogs (e.g., Twitter), videos (e.g., YouTube), instant
messaging (e.g., Slack), question–and–answer sites (e.g., Stack Overflow) and
email. Excluding these types of social media may appear to over–constrain
our search, however we want to focus on the distinctive benefits etc. of
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blog–like documents. Each of these types of social media come with their
own benefits, challenges and research directions. Some types of social media
(notably micro–blogs and question–and–answer sites) have already received
considerable attention from research.
We used the ACM Digital Library (DL) as our primary search engine. We
chose the ACM DL because of the focus of our review: empirical studies
of software practice. We complemented the ACM DL searches with Google
Scholar searches. We performed a range of different search queries, the pri-
mary query being <‘‘software engineering’’ [with] ‘‘blog post’’>
for the period 2000 — 2019. The primary query returned 336 results. We re-
viewed the titles of all articles and also, where appropriate, the abstract and
then the full paper. From that review, we identified 42 candidate articles,
subsequently reducing this list (through closer inspection of the candidate
articles) to 14. We identified a 15th article [54] from our prior experience,
and a reviewer of an earlier version of this paper suggested a 16th article. To
complement the selected papers on software practice, we used Google Scholar
to perform several exploratory searches of the wider literature, selecting three
papers as contrasting examples.
Overall, we identified four primary studies, three secondary studies and two
methodology papers, all relating explicitly to software practice. To these we
added three non–SE papers that were identified through wider searches of
the research literature. We complemented those 12 papers with 12 papers
from our own research. The 24 papers are summarised in Table 2.
2.4 Edge–case articles that were excluded
We encountered a variety of ‘edge cases’ during our review, and discuss some
of these cases as they help to clarify the scope of our review.
While Parnin, Treude and colleagues have papers selected for the review,
there are other papers they have published in this area (e.g., [80, 4, 77]) that
have been excluded from the review, primarily because those papers are not
reporting an empirical study of software practice using blog–like documents.
For example, Storey et al. [77] describe the nature of blog use amongst devel-
opers, but conduct a survey rather than using blog posts directly. Parnin and
Treude, with their colleagues Storey and Aniche (and others), are develop-
ing a growing body of research relating to practitioners’ use of social media,
for which blog–like documents are a subset. Similarly, Garousi, Felderer &
Mäntylä (e.g., [23]) are developing a growing body of research incorporating
grey literature into software engineering research, for which social media and
blog–like documents are subsets. Again, some of Garousi et al.’s papers are
excluded because the papers are not always reporting an empirical study of
software practice using blog–like documents
We frequently found peer–reviewed papers that cited blog posts, in the
same way that other peer–reviewed papers are cited. Examples are Rastogi
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et al.’s [65] consideration of container debloating, Ernst’s [20] consideration
of locally accurate prediction models, and Wong and Woepse’s [90] industrial
survey of air–gap isolation. Each of these papers explicitly cite at least one
blog post as a reference. Citations to blog posts in these kinds of paper are
not being used as literature for a secondary study or as data for a primary
study, and therefore were excluded from our study.
We also found a number of papers that discussed the development and
evaluation of tools for working with the blogosphere e.g Ferreira et al.’s [21]
RetriBlog, Simões et al.’s [74] WISE Blogs model, Blanvillain et al.’s [8] Blog-
Forever Crawler, and Chau et al.’s [14] blog mining framework. Lakshmanan
and Oberhofer [38] provide a review of approaches and challenges to knowl-
edge discovery in the blogosphere. Such papers were not focused on tools etc.
for investigating information about software practice in the blogosphere so,
again, these kinds of paper were not formally included in the review. We do
however recognise this research in relation to research directions, in section
5.
Another ‘edge case’ is demonstrated by Taibi et al.’s [79] paper on the
architectural patterns for microservices1. In addition to searching the peer–
reviewed literature, Taibi et al. conducted forward and backward snowballing
searches of the references from their shortlisted peer–reviewed papers. During
that snowballing they identified and selected two items of grey literature.
They chose these two items because both items occurred frequently in the
references of the peer–reviewed papers they’d identified. Formally Taibi et al.
are not reporting a multivocal literature review or a grey literature review,
and neither item of grey literature is explicitly recognised, by Taibi et al., as
a blog post. A closer examination of the paper indicates that the authors
do not explore the benefits, limitations or research directions of blog–like
documents.
2.5 Description of the subsequent analyses of the papers
We identify benefits, challenges and research directions through the combi-
nation of our own experience and a review of the independently conducted
papers summarised in Table 2. Over an extended period of time, and as
a natural activity of our research, each author has read several times each
paper. Candidate benefits, challenges and directions therefore emerged over
time as we progressed our own research. To ensure a degree of balance and
objectivity, we re–read (a final time) the papers identified in the table, an-
notated each of them, and discussed our annotations, to arrive at a final set
of benefits, challenges and research directions.
Our intention is not to develop an exhaustive list of every possible benefit
etc. Conversely, aggregating only what others have explicitly reported in
1We thank an anonymous reviewer for proposing this paper.
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their studies would exclude our own experience, as well as limit what we can
identify from others’ experience (because authors do not always explicitly
state the benefits etc.). We seek to establish a sufficiently coherent body of
benefits, challenges and research directions. The clear and coherent state-
ments of the set of benefits, the set of challenges and the set of research
directions together provide a reference with which, and against which, future
research can progress the use of blog–like documents to investigate software
practice.
2.6 The value of blogs for non–software engineering research
Wilson et al. [89] report a scoping review of 44 studies in health research to
summarise the extent, range, and nature of research activity using blogs in
that field of research. Of the 44 studies selected for their review, 38 used blogs
for data collection, with 21 of those studies collecting data about experiences,
feelings and perceptions, and the remaining 17 collecting data about blogger
behaviour. In 11 studies, data was collected from blogs in conjunction with
another data source, e.g., interviews, surveys, focus groups. Wilson et al.’s
scoping study demonstrates the value of blogs in another field of research,
and that blogs are frequently used in research for the insights they provide.
Cenite et al. [13] investigate bloggers’ beliefs and practices in relation to
four ethical principles: truth–telling, attribution, accountability and mini-
mizing harm. These beliefs and practices are relevant to the assurance of
credibility of blog content. Cenite et al. distinguish the personal blog from
the non–personal blog. The personal blog is defined as an online diary, main-
tained by an individual, focusing on content such as daily events and reflec-
tions. The non–personal blog is defined to encompass “. . . all blogs not in
the personal blog category; rather than focusing solely on news and commen-
tary, it [the non–personal blog] focuses on areas such as politics, commerce,
entertainment or technology.” ([13]; p. 578). Cenite et al.’s category of the
non–personal blog is clearly very broad.
Software engineering researchers would typically not be interested in di-
aries that report the blogger’s personal daily events, and her or his reflections
on those events. But a software engineering researcher might be interested in
some kind of reporting of professional events and the blogger’s professional
reflections on those events. For example, Bradac et al. [10] report the con-
duct of a process monitoring experiment on software process, in which they
used “. . . log books, personal diaries, and project management notebooks to
reconstruct a set of data to represent one developer’s experience. . . ” ([10]; p.
781). And Maalej and Happel [45] collected 750,000 work descriptions from
three independent and different data sets. Their work descriptions comprised
five types: personal notes, time sheets, social media (including blogs), issue
tracker comments, and commit messages.
Software engineering researchers are (understandably) concerned about
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subjectivity and about the threats to validity that arise with the presence of
emotions. Again, there are a number of studies in software engineering (e.g.,
[30, 49, 91]) that investigate the emotions of software developers. Emotion
is explicitly recognised in three of the concepts of behavioural software en-
gineering [41]: job satisfaction, self control, and self esteem (with “feeling”
explicitly stated in another five concepts).
For Cenite et al.’s second category, software engineering researchers would
likely be interested in information and commentary, and in bloggers commit-
ting to principles of truth–telling, provided such information and commen-
tary related to software engineering. Cenite et al. found that bloggers writing
non–personal blogs jointly ranked the practices of attribution, truth–telling,
and minimizing harm with a mean score of almost 6 on a 7–point Likert scale.
In other words, these bloggers self–assessed highly in their ethical beliefs and
practices.
In Table 3 we summarise characteristics of bloggers, these characteristics
are drawn from two sources: Orbit Media Studios’ [17] fourth annual survey
of bloggers, and Cenite et al.’s [13] study, discussed earlier. The average time
to write a blog (over three hours) is approximately three times the length
of a usual research interview. We note also the relatively low percentage of
females in the non–personal blogging category. This statistic appears con-
sistent with the overall demographics for the software engineering, i.e. a
disproportionate number of males work in the sector. Part of the purpose of
MLRs and GLRs is to recognise and engage with contrasting perspectives,
so as to provide a more balanced understanding of software practice. The
relative percentages of blog–like documents from males and females is not,
in itself, a measure of the value of that blog–like content. So while there is
a relatively low percentage of females in the non–personal blogging category,
the content of those non–personal blogs have in principle as much to con-
tribute to our understanding of software practice as the more frequent male
perspectives.
2.7 Primary studies using blogs in software engineering research
Parnin, Treude and Storey [54] investigate the motivations and issues of
software developers’ blogging. They examined blog posts and also surveyed
the writers of a set of the blogs they studied. Parnin et al. [54] found four
main motivators for software bloggers to blog: personal branding, evangelism
and recruitment, personal knowledge repository, and solicit feedback. The
blogger’s motivation to blog is an important factor in assessing the credibility
of the blog content and, by implication, the quality of the blog content for
inclusion in a primary study. Of the four motivators identified by Parnin,
Treude and Storey [54], the personal knowledge repository is the most relevant
to the current paper. Parnin, Treude and Storey [54] write: “The most
obvious and frequent use of a blog was to catalog experiences. In our survey,
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the most cited benefit from blogging about coding was that the process of
writing helped the author learn and remember the information better (93%
participants).”
In an earlier study, Parnin and Treude [53] used Google search to sur-
vey the extent to which the methods of the jQuery API were documented
on the web. Parnin and Treude found that 87.9% of the jQuery methods
were covered in blogs. As a contrast, the official API website had a higher
coverage (99.4%) and Stack Overflow had a coverage of 84.4%. Parnin and
Treude then classified the blog posts by type. The most frequent type of blog
post was experience, where “. . . the post documents development knowledge
drawn from a recent experience” [53]. Parnin and Treude quote a blogger
who, frustrated with the official jQuery documentation, chose to report their
own experience: “I spent over a half hour looking for the best solution to
this. Personally, I blame the jQuery documentation. When reading over the
jQuery core description it states, starting in version 1.4, that jQuery returns
an empty set but offers no method to detect it. Ultimately, I found that
.length is the way to go but I wanted to expound on all three methods I
discovered.”2
Pagano and Maalej [50] found that project–specific blog articles (i.e. blog
articles about a specific open source project) typically contain fourteen times
the word count of version control commit comments, and add value in that
they cover high level concepts and functional requirements over the descrip-
tions of low level changes which are typical of commit comments. Pagano
and Maalej’s analysis of blog content from practitioners within four large,
open source communities found that “functional requirements and domain
concepts” and “community and contributions” were common topics to all
four communities. This leads Pagano and Maalej to conclude that develop-
ers blog mainly to promote new features and system requirements, as well as
to build up communities around specific topics or technologies.
2.8 Grey–literature studies in software engineering research that
use blogs
Raulamo–Jurvanen, Mäntylä and Garousi [66] report what we believe to
be the first systematic grey–literature–only review in software engineering
research. They identified 60 sources for their review. 59 of the sources
reported experiences or opinions, and 7 sources reported examples. It is
not clear how many of the 60 sources were blog–like documents though data
reported in the paper indicates at least 35 sources had comments, suggesting
approximately 60% of the grey literature was blog–like documents (assuming
the presence of comments is a defining feature of a blog–like document).
Soldani, Tamburri and Heuvel [75] report one of the first systematic grey–
2http://b-knox.com/181/detect-an-empty-set-in-jquery/
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literature–only reviews in software engineering. Soldani et al. selected 51
documents for review, these documents organised into three types: blog post
(20/51 documents), whitepaper (21/51) and video (10/51). (Soldani. et al.’s
paper also refers to a fourth type of document, industry magazine, however
this type appears to either have been dropped from the analyses or subsumed
within the whitepaper type.) Approximately 40% of the grey literature they
reviewed were blog posts; and in a befitting coincidence for the current paper,
Soldani et al. observe that it was with a blog post that Lewis and Fowler first
introduced the concept of microservices [43].
2.9 Grey literature and white literature in SE research
This paper focuses on blog posts as a particular type of grey literature. In the
majority of cases, researchers use the more classical ‘white literature’ in their
research. In terms of Garousi et al.’s [23] model of expertise and outlet con-
trol, ‘white literature’ can be understood as that literature where the means
and source of both the expertise and the outlet control for that literature are
well known. (We revisit Garousi et al.’s model in section 4). Because white
literature is peer–reviewed there is a ‘standardisation’ of white literature.
For example, white literature often conforms to certain conventions as to the
structuring of such literature, has standard citation and referencing styles,
and typically uses more formal language. The quality of the content and of
the writing tends to be more uniform and of a higher standard (however that
standard is defined). There are relatively long processes for preparing, re-
viewing, revising and publishing such literature. The literature is indexed in
central repositories, with meta–data, and each item of literature is indexed
with a globally–unique Digital Object Identifier (DOI). But the nature of
peer–reviewing often results in publication bias, e.g., where ‘negative results’
are much less likely to be published.
The ‘standardisation’ of white literature supports the use of protocols for
the systematic review of such literature, such as Systematic Literature Re-
views (SLRs; [36]), Systematic Mapping Studies (SMS; [56]), some aspects
of Multivocal Literature Reviews (MLRs; [23]), Rapid Reviews [12], and Lit-
erature Studies [37]. As a contrast, we have recently developed heuristics to
help search grey literature in the absence of such ‘standardisation’ [62].
Overall, grey literature often lacks the infrastructure and peer–review pro-
cesses established for white literature and therefore using grey literature in
research presents a range of alternative challenges. The current paper iden-
tifies and discusses many of these alternative challenges, and proposes direc-
tions for research to address those challenges.
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3 The benefits of using blog–like documents in SE
research
We identify insights that blog–like documents provide into software engineer-
ing practice and methodological benefits to the research process. We organise
this section according to those two categories.
3.1 Insights into software practice
Blog–like documents are a type of grey literature, and therefore the bene-
fits of studying grey literature also apply to studying blog articles. Garousi
et al. [24] identify reasons from previous research for utilising grey litera-
ture: 1) grey literature provides current perspectives and complements gaps
in the formal literature; 2) grey literature may help avoid publication bias
(although Garousi et al. acknowledge that the grey literature found may not
be representative); and 3) grey literature provides an important perspective
on topics.
Software practitioners are often used in research as interviewees and as
survey respondents, and are valued for their professional experience, e.g.,
the propositional and practical knowledge they have gained through practis-
ing software engineering. For example, in their survey of 66 practitioners,
Procaccino et al. write, “Our respondents have experience in software de-
velopment and, as a result, have opinions based on their professional experi-
ence. . . ” ([57], p. 196). Procaccino et al. asked the respondents to self–rate
their expertise on a Likert scale from Very inexperienced to Expert and, with
a separate measure, Procaccino et al. report that their survey respondents
experience ranged from less than one year to 37 years.
Bloggers report their experience and that experience ranges from inex-
perienced bloggers communicating their challenges of maturing in software
engineering to highly–experienced, world–renown practitioners communicat-
ing their expertise. For research, this experience is often accessed through
research methods that engage directly with practitioners, e.g., interviews,
surveys, focus groups, and protocol analyses. Blogs and blog articles provide
the opportunity to access experience on a much larger scale, albeit retrospec-
tively. In addition to reporting experience, bloggers also write with experi-
ence. This suggests two dimensions of experience: the degree of experience
reported in the blog–like document itself (perhaps as factual stories) and the
degree of experience that the bloggers have of software practice in general.
Devanbu et al. [19] report on practitioner beliefs and Rainer [61] reports
on the analyses of practitioners’ arguments. Blog–like documents provide the
opportunity to investigate a range of practitioner–based concepts and experi-
ences, for example: (empirical) data; practitioners’ explanations, e.g., micro–
theories for software engineering phenomena; (factual) stories, these stories
conveying professional experience; practitioners’ beliefs about the world; and
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the degree to which practitioners use research, e.g., using citations in their
blog–like documents.
As a particular example of insights into practice, Parnin and Treude [53]
studied the online documentation of APIs. Parnin and Treude analysed 1730
web pages for their coverage of the jQuery API. They identified 376 unique
blog posts from the full dataset. They found that the blog posts collectively
covered 88% of the API methods. Only the official API covered more (∼99%).
Their study suggests that (appropriate) blog–like documents have particular
value for documenting APIs. A related value is providing tutorials on the
use of APIs, languages etc.
A contrasting example to API documentation is trend analysis. Glance,
Hurst and Tomokiyo [28] continuously crawl and analyse blogs to detect
trends over time. Trend analysis of blog articles can be a valuable tool for
both research and industry.
In addition to trends, blog–like documents can provide early information
on new innovations and their adoption. Rogers [68] and Moore [48] both
present models of the diffusion of innovation. In both models, there is some
concept of innovators and early adopters who are prepared to adopt a new
innovation (e.g., a technology) in the absence of objective evidence to sup-
port that innovation. Moore [47] distinguished between the early adopters
of technology, who are prepared to take greater risks on new technology and
tolerate limited evidence of the technologies efficiency, against the major-
ity of adopters, who wait until there is sufficient adoption of technology by
others before they will adopt it. This behaviour presents a challenge for re-
search: researchers typically need practitioners to adopt technologies before
the researchers can investigate the use and impact of the technology in prac-
tice. Blog–like documents provide the prospect for accessing and gathering
experiences of innovations from innovators and early adopters. Researchers
can then, for example, analyse the content of the blog–like documents, or
approach the practitioners for interview, survey etc.
3.2 Methodological benefits
In their scoping review of 44 studies in health research, discussed in section
2, Wilson et al. [89] observed that the use of blogs enables researchers to
gain instantaneous access to distant populations, provide research clarity and
transparency with built–in audit trails, and circumvent the need for lengthy
transcriptions of interviews.
Authors of blog–like documents write their documents at different times
and also over time, write in different geophysical locations, write about dif-
ferent projects, products and services, post on different platforms, and use
different writing software. All these differences suggest independence in the
content written.
Much of software engineering is invisible to instrumentation and obser-
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vation, and variable too, particularly in the earlier stages of development.
Content generated by software practitioners often provides the only viable
mechanism for gaining insight into these opaque practices. Blog–like docu-
ments about software engineering can potentially provide valuable insights
that complement already accepted methods of studying software engineering.
For example, Pagano and Maalej [50] found that blog authors tend to explain
functional requirements and high level concepts in their blog articles.
Blog–like documents provide the prospect of triangulating and extend-
ing practitioner perspectives from different online sites (such as GitHub and
Stack Overflow) and also triangulating information drawn retrospectively
from online articles with proactively collected information (such as from in-
terviews and surveys). Such triangulation can help to address publication
bias.
Garousi, Felderer and Mäntylä [23] present seven questions to help a re-
searcher to decide whether to include grey literature in their multivocal lit-
erature review. Their seven questions are based on an earlier set of criteria
they developed [25] and on two checklists [6, 2]. The seven questions are
presented in Table 4.
3.3 Summary of the benefits of using blogs in research
Table 5 presents a summary of benefits of using blog–like documents, organ-
ised into a logical structure. The summary is constructed from a combination
of previous work [64], benefits identified earlier in this section, and our own
experiences of working with blog–like documents (see Table 2). The benefits
are enumerated for reference only; the number does not signify priority. We
structure the benefits in terms of: the general (item 1) and specific (item 2)
information that blog–like documents can provide, the general value (items
3) that they can provide, the circumstances (item 4) when blog–like docu-
ments could be considered for research, and the methodological ‘problems’
(item 5) that blog–like documents help to address.
4 Challenges of using blog–like documents
We discuss several challenges with blog–like documents, organising these
challenges into subsections relating to: definitions and models, frameworks
for classifications, quantity and variability of blog–like documents, processes
for generating and disseminating blog–like documents, resources, and method-
ological aspects of blog–like documents.
4.1 Definitions and models
There are many general definitions of grey literature and of blogs. Garden
[22], with a paper appositely entitled Defining blog: A fool’s errand or a
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necessary undertaking, reviews the various ways in which the term blog has
been used within journalism. (She also provides an interesting short history
of the term blog.) Garden argues that “. . . the real problem is not that the
term blog is difficult to define (it is) but that most scholars are using it in
vague, contradictory, ambiguous and imprecise ways. . . [and] scholars need
to provide clear and precise definitions according to the particular research
questions asked and the target populations of interest. . . ” ([22]; p. 483).
Therefore, there is the challenge to software engineering researchers to be
clear about the way they define the term blog, and by implication the phrase
blog–like document, for their research and their research questions. Provid-
ing such definitions can help software engineering researchers to define their
unit/s of analyses (e.g., the ‘type’ of blog posts they’re considering), help
researchers to evaluate the credibility and relevance of those units, and help
future systematic reviewers effectively assess the respective primary studies.
Unfortunately, neither Soldani et al. [75] nor Garousi et al. [23] define
blog or blog post for their studies. We therefore provide an indicative list of
general definitions of grey literature and blogs in Table 6 (partially extended
from [23]). Particularly relevant features of the definitions for the current
paper are emboldened in the table. The definitions in Table 6 are not def-
initions for blog–like content, for blog–like documents, or for other types of
grey literature in software engineering. Also, the definitions do not identify a
subset of grey literature of more relevance, or of higher–quality, for software
engineering research. We therefore provide a reference definition for the term
blog–like document in section 2.
As well as a lack of definitions of blog–like documents for software engi-
neering, there is also a lack of models, or similar specifications, formally de-
scribing the structure and relationships of blog–like documents. Such models
would be valuable to researchers to help them build and evaluate repositories
of blog–like documents, and build and evaluate tools to crawl and analyses
such documents. Such models would also help researchers to evaluate con-
tent, an issue we discuss further in subsection 4.4. None of the primary
studies, secondary studies, or guideline papers in our review (see Table 2)
provide a model of the structure of blog–like documents and their content.
Providing such a model is however challenging because of the variability of
blog–like documents and their content. To clarify: our intention is not to
prescribe a model for blog–like documents to which bloggers must conform,
but rather to develop conceptual tools that researchers can use to investigate
blog–like documents.
4.2 Frameworks for classifying blog–like documents
Garousi, Felderer and Mäntylä [23] present a framework for classifying grey
literature. Their framework is reproduced here in Figure 1 together with an
alternative that we have developed as an example. Garousi et al.’s framework
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draws on previous work by Adams et al. [2] and Adams et al. [1]3. Later
in their paper, Garousi et al. use the framework to also help with quality
assessment.
An alternative interpretation to Garousi et al.’s framework, also presented
in Figure 1, plots the three types of grey literature used by Soldani et al. [75].
The alternative is intended to illustrate the challenges of classifying grey lit-
erature, suggesting that whitepapers, videos and blogs may distribute across
the three tiers proposed by Garousi et al. [23]. For example, the 20 blog
posts included in Soldani et al.’s [75] systematic grey literature review would
presumably be positioned toward the 1st tier of the framework. (Garousi et
al. were clear that the three tiers of their framework were not intended to
be clearly demarcated, but instead were intended to blend into each other.)
As another example, given the variety of experience of different bloggers,
one would expect bloggers’ blog–like documents to be distributed across the
different tiers.
Figure 1: Garousi et al.’s framework for classifying grey literature (slightly revised from
[23]) with an example alternative framework.
The framework proposed by Garousi et al. [23] is useful for appreciating the
variation in quality of grey literature. We suggest that a more differentiating
3These are two different Adams.
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framework for evaluating the quality of blog–like documents is developed. We
further suggest that such a framework discriminates aspects of the author/s
(e.g., their experience), aspects of process (e.g., the process of generating
blog–like documents), aspects of output (e.g., the age of the document vs
the content of the document), variation in the content, aspects of the reader
feedback, and aspects of the reader; and that such aspects are examined at
different levels of analyses.
4.3 The quantity of blog–like documents
There are a very large number of software engineering blogs available on the
World Wide Web. For example, almost a decade ago, Lakshmanan and Ober-
hofer [38] reported that Bansal et al.’s BlogScope [5], a system for analyzing
temporally ordered streaming text online, “. . . currently tracks more than
36.88 million blogs with 837.39 million posts in the blogosphere. . . [fetching
on average] 14,000 new documents per hour.”4 In terms of software engineer-
ing, Choi [15] presents a list of 650 blogs, classified by type (i.e. company,
individual/group, and product/technology), and then ordered alphabetically.
Panji [51] maintains a curated list of 185 software-related corporate blogs.
Merchant [46] maintains a list of over 50 tech blogs. And Abstracta [81]
provide a list of 75 blogs and websites on software testing. Being manually
curated reference lists, these lists are inevitably much smaller than the full
set of blog–like documents written by software engineers on software prac-
tice. As a contrast, Soldani et al. [75] observes a “. . . massive proliferation of
grey literature [on microservices], with more than 10,000 articles on disparate
sub–topics. . . ”. The (unknown) quantity of blog–like documents in software
engineering presents a challenge to researchers in searching for and selecting
the kinds of document that contain content relevant to their research and at
a sufficient level of credibility.
4.4 The variability of blog–like documents and content
Soldani et al. [75] found it very difficult, in their systematic grey literature
review of microservices, to assess the quality of ‘their’ grey literature, mainly
because grey literature lacks a consistent structure.
Blog–like content can vary along a number of dimensions. Indicative di-
mensions are summarised in Table 7. Of these dimensions, the Content
dimension is typically the most valuable for research, for it is the Content
dimension that provides the (most) relevant material for research.
Although the Content dimension may be the most valuable to research,
each of the dimensions provides challenges for analyses. For example, a
common word in blog–like documents for identifying personal experience is
(of course) the personal pronoun, “I”. Yet the lower case version of that
4BlogScope’s website, http://www.blogscope.net/ is no longer responding.
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word (letter), “i”, is also a common temporary variable name for iterators
in programming languages. Most readers would not write that pronoun in
lowercase, but a natural language processing pipeline may convert all text to
lowercase.
There are no necessarily exclusive relationships between these dimensions.
For example, a video might contain an argument about software engineering,
an audio file might report a person’s experience, a presentation might contain
a representation of a real story. All of these may be presented more or less
formally, and all may be presented in different natural languages. (As a
contrast, the argumentation mining community has focused first on legal
corpora, in English, due to its formality and structure [92].) Further, a blog–
like document could contain a combination of media and content.
Having analysed a set of blog–like documents, there is then the challenge of
concisely presenting the analyses of this variability to others, both for inter-
pretation, but also for traceability of results and reproducibility of findings.
4.5 Processes for generating and publishing blog–like documents
In their study of the motivations and issues of blogging, Parnin, Treude and
Storey [54] explain that most developers write up their experiences up to
several days after completing the work referred to in the subsequent blog–
like document, with only 20% of authors reported writing the blog post the
same day as the experience.
The time delay between the experience that inspired the blog–like docu-
ment and the writing of the document itself potentially impacts the writer’s
recall of the experience, and therefore raises a threat to the validity of the
blog–like content. This time delay, and its affect on recall, also affects other
research methods, and possibly has a greater affect on those methods. For
example, interviews, surveys and focus groups are all unlikely to take place
as close in time and place to the experiences that inform the interview etc.
Also implied in the observations of Parnin and Treude is that a developer
writes of a specific experience that inspired that document. And this can,
potentially, be an advantage for the use of blog–like content in contrast to
other research methods (interviews etc) where respondents may be asked to
comment on their general experience and opinions.
The definitions of grey literature presented in Table 6 recognised the lack
of a peer–review process and, as a related issue, that grey literature is not
formally published. This lack of external mechanism relates to a number of
other challenges: the challenge of the quantity of blog–like documents, as
there is no mechanism to control such quantity; the challenge of the variabil-
ity of blog–like documents, as there is no mechanism to control variability;
and the challenge of the lack of control of the generation of blog–like doc-
uments, as there is no post–generation process to moderate the generation
process.
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In terms of post–publication guidelines, a brief review of blogs in [64]
suggests that common forms of appreciation are comments, shares, and some
measure of up–voting or down–voting (or likes, kudos, applause etc). Other
measures include follows and re–shares. Similar measures have been used in
the analyses of Stack Overflow [18].
A further complication for bloggers can arise with corporate constraints
and expectations. Parnin et al. [54] observed that, “Several bloggers cited
reasons why they might blog in public but not in the workplace. Some
reported that corporate blogging might limit exposure and thus usefulness,
and also impose censorship. Still, some authors were enthusiastic about
blogging at the workplace.” ([54], p. 214)
4.6 Ambiguity in the language used in blog posts
Authors of blog posts vary in the formality of language they use in their blog
posts, e.g., the language of some blog posts is informal, whilst other blog
posts are written as formal, technical articles. The formality of language
can vary even within one blog post. As one example of the challenges of
language, Swanson et al.[78] analysed 50 personal stories drawn from 5,000
posts [29] taken from 44M articles [11]. They used three annotators and
achieved an annotator agreement of 0.58. Swanson et al. state, “. . . the
annotation task is highly subjective, requiring interpreting the narrative and
the author’s intention, which prevents us from obtaining high levels of inter–
rater agreement.” ([78]; p. 175). They also observe earlier in their paper that
a previous study [59] found both a high level of annotator agreement and an
extremely high machine learning accuracy for Aesop’s Fables. Swanson et
al. [78] infer that the ‘classical’, written–down stories are therefore easier to
work with than blog–posts.
4.7 Resources
4.7.1 Repositories of blog–like documents
Parnin, Treude and Storey [54] state that there exists no central repository
of software–related blogs. Choi [15] presents a GitHub repository of 650
software–related blogs (we discussed other GitHub repositories in subsection
4.3) however Choi’s repository (like the other repositories) is a manually
maintained repository, is not obviously a central repository, and it is not
clear how representative Choi’s repository is of all software–related blogs.
An alternative is blog aggregators, such as Planet5, or news aggregators such
as Reddit [4].
In the absence of a central repository of software–related blogs, there re-
mains the challenge of finding blogs and their blog posts. As a contrast,
5www.planetplanet.org
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researchers may turn to several central repositories of open source code (e.g.,
GitHub, Source Forge), and of academic publications. In section 2, we identi-
fied several papers reporting tools for finding and working with blogs however
none of these tools are targeting blog posts relating to software practice.
Khan et al. [35] review (computational) models for identifying influential
users in the blogging community. As part of their review, they identify
several datasets of blogs and blogs posts. The publicly accessible datasets
are summarised in Table 8. None of the datasets considered by Khan et al.
are specifically relating to software engineering however.
4.7.2 Variation in datasets
Datasets inevitably vary in their content; that is part of their value. But
there is the challenge of ensuring that suitably equivalent datasets are gath-
ered for particular analyses. As one example to illustrate the contrasts in the
datasets: Pagano and Maalej observed that, “To our surprise, in only 934 of
all 50,701 blog posts (1.8%) we found source code paragraphs. On average
each of these [source code] posts contained 2.5 code paragraphs.” ([50], p.
123). This contrasts with Parnin and Treude ([53]) who observed, “90% of
posts [336 posts from 373 posts] had code snippets in the post, a median of
3 code snippets per post” ([53], p. 25). Recall that Pagano and Maalej stud-
ied all blog–like documents produced in four open source software projects,
whilst Parnin and Treude studied blog–like documents found through Google
Searches for (only) the jQuery API method calls. The two studies contrast
considerably in the focus of their investigations (e.g., a wide focus on blog-
ging behaviour in software development in contrast to a narrow focus on the
use of a particular JavaScript library) and, as a consequence, in the way they
searched and selected blog–like documents. As a second example, Aniche and
Treude compared the characteristics of a large r/programming dataset with a
large Hacker News dataset. In both datasets they found the majority of blog
posts (¿85% in each dataset) are from personal blogs. They also found that
the r/programming dataset seemed to be more focused on the technical as-
pects of software engineering, whilst the Hacker News dataset had a broader
focus on more general topics relating to business, commerce and economics.
4.7.3 Annotated corpora
There are challenges relating to the development of a corpus or corpora of
annotated blog articles. A significant challenge is establishing a standard
for annotations, e.g., what should be annotated, why and how. Table 9
lists references to corpora of blog–like documents (or similar) that have been
marked up for argumentation analyses. A range of other corpora relating
to argumentation mining is available at the AIFdb website6. We previously
6http://corpora.aifdb.org/
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used a corpora of persuasion essays [76] to validate reasoning indicators [88]
to use in Google keyword searches [62].
4.7.4 Proprietary, keyword–based search engines
In section 3, we discussed the value in reporting practitioner experience.
There remains the challenge of searching for, selecting, quality–assuring and
then synthesising these experiences.
Search engines, such as Google, Bing, and Duck Duck Go, are all keyword–
based which means that the searcher has no straightforward way to select
the higher–quality documents when performing a search, to select particular
types of grey literature, such as blog–like documents, or to select documents
that report experience. In addition, all these search engines use proprietary
algorithms to index documents online, and also use content delivery networks.
These raises challenges around transparency and reproducibility of searches.
The tools available to work with blog–like content, particularly searching
for blog–like content, is limited to keyword–based search engines. Unlike
academic literature, blog–like content has no specialist search engines, like
the ACM DL, IEEEXplore or Google Scholar search engines. As a related
issue, blog–like content does not have the editorial processes of publication
found with academic literature. We distinguish here between the quality–
assurance processes, such as academic peer–review, and editorial processes
of standardising publications for inclusion in a repository, and the subsequent
feedback process.
4.8 Methodology
4.8.1 Guidelines for blog–like documents and content
Parnin, Treude and Storey [54] state that an early research challenge is iden-
tifying the best methodology for sampling blogs. Parnin et al., and their
colleagues, have not subsequently developed a formal methodology, or guide-
lines or protocol (to the best of our knowledge), but have instead formulated
a design for each study they have conducted. In their study, Parnin et al.
[54] used keyword–based Google searches to sample blog posts.
In a related paper [53], Parnin and Treude reflect on the limitations to the
study they report in that paper. They recognise that online searches can
be limited, for example by a mismatch between what the researcher seeks
to find with the search terms and what is actually returned by the search
engine. Parnin and Treude also propose further research on searching and
search terms, e.g., exploring larger sets of search terms, or seeding searches
by the search engine’s suggestions, or logging search terms used by developers
in practice.
Soldani, Tamburri and Heuvel [75] describe the methodology they used
for their study. They also recognise the need for a protocol to support the
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conduct of systematic grey literature reviews and, as with Parnin et al. [54],
they developed their own protocol.
Finally, Garousi, Felderer and Mäntylä [23] published a set of guidelines
for conducting multivocal literature reviews in software engineering, and for
including grey literature in such reviews. Their guidelines are intended to
apply to grey literature in general. But they conclude their paper with the
suggestion that future research will, “. . . refine guidelines for specific types of
grey literature sources like blog articles. . . ” ([23]; emphasis added here).
4.8.2 Quality assurance
Garousi et al. [23] and Soldani et al. [75] both develop checklists for the
quality–assurance of the documents they studied. Their checklists are sum-
marised in Table 10.
Garousi et al. [23] explain that they developed their quality assessment
checklist from previous assessment models complemented with their own ex-
pertise from previous studies they had conducted. They refer to the “Quality
assessment of sources. . . ” (emphasis added here) and their source appears
to be the item of grey literature being quality–assured. A distinction can
be made between the document as the source of information, in contrast to
the practitioner as the source of information which is then documented in
a document. More generally, there appears to be distinctions between the
source of the document (e.g., an author), the document itself, content within
the document, feedback on the document (e.g., readers’ comments), and the
source of that feedback (from readers).
Soldani et al. [75] state that the use of grey literature is “risky” because
of the limited amount of rigorous data and analyses in the literature itself.
They also found it very difficult to assess the quality of their grey litera-
ture mainly because grey literature lacks a consistent structure. As a result,
Soldani et al. developed a “rudimentary quality control framework” (their
term). Soldani et al. [75] used a set of inclusion and exclusion criteria, com-
plemented with four additional control factors. They found it was easy/ier
to apply their inclusion and exclusion criteria to blog posts and whitepapers,
and to subsequently classify them, in contrast to the videos. All these are
summarised in Table 10. Soldani et al. state in their paper: “An industrial
study is to be selected if it satisfies all the inclusion criteria, while it is to
be excluded if it satisfies at least one of the exclusion criteria. . . [and] . . . we
selected only those industrial studies that were satisfying four additional
control factors. . . ” ([75]; emphasis added here)
4.9 Summary of challenges
Table 11 summarises the main challenges identified in the preceding subsec-
tions.
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5 Directions for further research
5.1 Overview
Given the challenges identified in section 4, there are a number of directions
for further research. We summarise these research directions in Table 12
indicating progress made on each direction. In the following subsections, we
discuss two particular areas for further research: literature reviews compared
to case–surveys, and blog–like documents compared to already–established
methods of information collection from practitioners.
5.2 Literature reviews and case–surveys
In subsection 4.8 we observed that there exist guidelines for the conduct of
secondary studies (i.e. protocols for MLRs and GLRs, though not specifically
of blog–like documents) but no guidelines for the conduct of primary studies
that use blog–like documents as a data source. There is the implication of
course that blog–like documents can be used in both secondary studies and
primary studies.
Instead of investigating blog–documents in terms of literature and its re-
view (cf. [23, 75]) the researcher could investigate blog–like documents in
terms of data and their analyses. Each blog–like document could constitute
a case (cf. [70, 71]) comprising one or more units of analyses (e.g., textual
content relating to the topic or topics relevant to the research). In their
primary studies of blog–like documents, Parnin, Treude, Storey and Aniche
[4, 54, 53] have not treated blog–like documents as literature. Neither have
they explicitly treated blog–like documents as cases for analyses. By con-
trast, Pagano and Maalej’s [50] automated analyses of blog–like documents,
written in relation to the development of four open source projects, explic-
itly treats such documents as data. As a final example, one way to interpret
Rainer’s [61] investigation of defeasible reasoning is as the analysis of one
case (one blog–like document written by Joel Spolsky) with multiple units
of analyses (multiple instances of reasoning that comprised argumentation,
citations to sources, and reports of experience as stories).
Because of the quantity of blog–like documents available and the need
to conduct search and selection of cases, we recognise the need to comple-
ment the depth–focus of case studies with a breadth–search. Surveys are an
obvious method to conduct such breadth–search and –selection. A research
approach that combines case study and survey study is already available: the
case–survey, e.g., [34, 55]. We are developing a variant of the case–survey
methodology intended specifically for blog–like documents. A preliminary
version was reported in [64]. Table 13 presents an overview to the case–
survey method.
An natural question to ask is which of the two approaches, secondary stud-
ies (and therefore literature reviews) or primary studies (e.g., case–surveys)
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is the ‘better’ approach; or, alternatively, under what circumstances one ap-
proach is more appropriate than the other. The questions presented in Table
4 appear to apply equally to either approach. Table 14 provides a compari-
son between secondary studies and primary studies of blog–like documents.
Two distinguishing features between secondary study and primary study ap-
pear to be: first, how the researcher conceives of blog–like documents (as
literature or as data); second, the extent of coverage of documents sought
by the researcher. Systematic Reviews ideally seek comprehensive (if not
complete) coverage of primary studies. But such an objective is extremely
difficult to obtain with grey literature and blog–like documents (because of
the challenges recognised in this paper). Hence, a representative sample of
blog–like documents may be a more pragmatic approach. It then becomes
important to sample blog–like documents, though sampling from a popula-
tion of blog–like documents is also extremely difficult for the population is
hard to define, as is a sampling frame. Nevertheless, a primary study that
employs the case–survey design more explicitly recognises the sampling of
documents.
5.3 Collecting information from practitioners
Software engineering researchers use a range of research methods for col-
lecting information from software practitioners, the most common methods
being interview and questionnaire survey. For example, Seaman [73] writes
that interviews are often used to collect historical data from the memories of
interviewees.
A similarity across interview, questionnaire survey and blog–like document
is that the practitioner provides information from their experience and the
formation of their beliefs. In other words, there is no inherent difference
between the three methods in how the information reported in interview,
questionnaire survey and blog–like document is initially gathered, of formed,
by the practitioner. The inherent challenges of a practitioner recalling infor-
mation about historical events when writing a blog–like document are similar
to the challenges of a practitioner recalling such information for an interview;
or indeed for a survey.
There are, however, differences between interview, questionnaire survey
and blog–like document in how the researcher gathers information from the
practitioner. Two differences are, first, the degree of control available to the
researcher in gathering information; and, second, the degree of interactivity
available between practitioner and researcher for gathering information. For
interview, the researcher has a relatively high degree of control in choosing
who to interview, and in choosing the questions to ask, including follow–up
questions; and the researcher retains a relatively high degree of interactivity
through the opportunity to immediately ask questions. This high degree of
interactivity provides the opportunity for the researcher to both help the
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practitioner recall information, and also to help assess the validity of the
information as it is being recalled.
For questionnaire survey, the researcher has again a relatively high de-
gree of control, but a significantly reduced opportunity for interactivity. For
blog–like documents, the researcher has some degree of control in the choice of
which blog–like documents to work with, but no opportunity to ask clarifying
questions (of that blog–like document) and no opportunity for interactivity.
For both questionnaire survey and blog–like documents, there is limited op-
portunity to help the practitioner recall information. Reviewing a series of
blog–like documents from one author could, in some circumstances, provide
the opportunity to clarify the experiences and beliefs of the respective author.
We have noted, in section 2.7, that practitioners tend to write their blog–
like documents within a few days of the experiences that form the content
of the blog–like document. This suggest an immediacy of information for
blog–like documents that often may not be available for interviews. Such
immediacy does not of course entirely address threats to the recall and re-
porting of information.
Unlike interviews and surveys, blog–like documents provide for a greater
opportunity for the public scrutiny and subsequent revision of the blog–like
documents. For example, a typical research interview might last about an
hour and it is usually only within that hour that the researcher has the
opportunity to clarify the information provided by the interviewee. (Some
investigations provide the opportunity for the interviewee to review a copy of
the subsequent transcript or notes of the interview.) The ‘document’ from the
interview is then fixed. By contrast, the blog–like document allows for reader
feedback over an unconstrained time period and provides the opportunity
for the writer to revise the document over that time period too (though, of
course, that opportunity may not always or even often be taken). In addition,
a blog as a series of blog–like documents provides the opportunity for the
researcher to investigate the consistency and coherence of the practitioner’s
experiences and beliefs.
From the above discussion, we draw two main observations: first, each type
of data and each research method provide advantages and disadvantages to
the researcher, with the implication that a multi–source and multi–method
approach to research is likely to be more effective and credible. Second,
this discussion re–emphasises the importance of establishing the quality (the
validity) of the particular blog–like documents that are selected and analysed
in the research, just as a researcher should establish the quality (credibility)
of a respondent to a survey or an interviewee.
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we focus on the use of blog–like documents to investigate soft-
ware practice. We propose a reference definition of the blog–like document.
We identify and discuss the (prospective) benefits to using blog–like doc-
uments in research, and the challenges of using such documents. We also
identify research directions and indicate progress on each of those directions.
We provide a core set of references on the use of blog–like documents in
primary and secondary studies into software practice. We contrast the con-
ception of blog–like documents as literature for review with the conception of
blog–like documents as data to be analysed. We also contrast the collection
of blog–like documents, as a method of gathering data, with the conduct of
interviews and surveys: all three methods depend on practitioners report-
ing their experience of software practice. We do not claim that our lists
of benefits, challenges and directions are exhaustive however we do believe
they represent a substantive and coherent body of insights with which, and
against which, future research can progress the use of blog–like documents
to investigate software practice.
There are, inevitably, threats to the validity of this review. One threat
is the small number of primary and secondary studies identified. This is
partly a consequence of the number of such studies in software engineering
that explicitly use blog–like documents to investigate software practice, and
partly a consequence of our search and selection process. We might have
widened the review to consider other types of social media, however our
objective was to concentrate on the distinctive benefits etc. of blog–like
documents. We briefly discussed other types of social media in section 2. One
natural development to the current paper is to review these other types and to
compare the resulting benefits etc. A second appropriate development would
be to conduct a review of primary and secondary studies in other subject
areas, e.g., to more comprehensively review papers in healthcare (like [89]).
It is of course unlikely that such papers would relate to investigating software
practice.
A second threat relates to the processes we have used to conduct our
searches, to select papers, and to analyse the resulting papers. We intention-
ally focused on ACM DL searches, complemented by Google Scholar searches.
There is the possibility that we missed relevant papers by not using other
bibliographic search engines. For example, one of the four primary studies
we selected was not returned in the ACM DL searches. For the particular
‘missed study‘, we would expect this paper to be indexed in the ACM DL.
There is also the possibility of bias, for although both authors independently
reviewed the papers, we have worked closely together on many papers, and
so there may be a bias common to both authors. An obvious way to examine
this bias is for others to independently analyse the papers identified in Table
2 as well as to independently perform searches to find and select papers.
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As well as the conduct of further reviews of published studies, there is also
the opportunity to gather information about benefits, challenges etc. directly
from researchers. We have previously conducted a survey of researchers’ opin-
ions of the credibility of blog posts [86] though this survey does not address
benefits etc. As indicated by the number of studies identified in the review,
one potential difficulty with a survey or interviews is the limited number
of researchers who have direct experience of using blog–like documents to
investigate software practice.
Finally, conducting further primary and secondary studies that use blog–
like documents as data or as literature would produce a more substantive
body of research against which the community can make a more informed
judgement on the value and challenges of using blog–like documents to in-
vestigate software practice.
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Table 2: Summary of previous research that informs the current paper
Authors Year Title
Guidelines for MLRs in software engineering research
Garousi, Felderer &
Mäntylä [23]
2019 Guidelines for including grey literature and conducting multivocal
literature reviews in software engineering
Garousi, Felderer &
Mäntylä [25]
2016 The need for multivocal literature reviews in software engineering:
complementing systematic literature reviews with grey literature
Secondary studies (MLRs and GLRs) of software practice using blog–like documents as sources
Soldani, Tamburri &
Heuvel [75]





2017 Choosing the right test automation tool: a grey literature review
of practitioner sources
Garousi & Mäntylä [27] 2016 When and what to automate in software testing? A multi-vocal
literature review
Primary studies of software practice using blog–like documents as data
Aniche et al. [4] 2018 Where does Google find API documentation?
Parnin, Treude &
Storey [54]
2013 Blogging developer knowledge: Motivations, challenges, and fu-
ture directions
Parnin & Treude [53] 2011 Measuring API Documentation on the Web
Pagano and Maalej [50] 2011 How do developers blog?: an exploratory study
Examples from wider research: Journalism and health research
Wilson et al. [89] 2015 Using blogs as a qualitative health research tool: a scoping review
Garden [22] 2012 Defining blog: A fool’s errand or a necessary undertaking
Cenite et al. [13] 2009 Doing the right thing online: a survey of bloggers’ ethical beliefs
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Rainer [60] — The practitioner as information–provider to software engineering
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review
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articles? A larger scale replication
Williams & Rainer [86] 2019 How do software engineering researchers assess the credibility of
practitioner–generated blog posts?
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engineering research.
Williams & Rainer [87] 2016 Identifying practitioners’ arguments and evidence in blogs: in-
sights from a pilot study.
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Table 3: Characteristics of blogging and bloggers
Characteristic Explanation
Attributes from the fourth annual Orbit Media Studios blogger survey [17] (N=1377)
Average time to write On average it takes 3hrs 20mins to write a blog post
Frequency of blogging Bloggers typically write several times a month
Average length of post The average length of a post is 1142 words.
Updating previous posts 55% of bloggers update posts at least sometimes.
Statistics from Cenite et al.’s study [13] for their non–personal bloggers only (N=332)
Mean age (SD) 34.9 (12.2) years
Female bloggers (%) 19.2%
Reason/s for blogging 36% Provide commentary
21% Provide information
11% Express thoughts and feelings
Primary audience 48% People not known to me personally
Table 4: Questions to decide whether to include grey literature in a review (phrasing is
modified slightly from [23])
# Criterion
1 Is the subject ‘complex’ and not solvable by considering only the formal literature?
2 Is there a lack of volume or quality of evidence, or a lack of consensus of outcomes
measurement in the formal literature?
3 Is the contextual information important to the subject under study?
4 Is the goal of the review to validate or corroborate scientific outcomes with practical
experiences?
5 Is the goal of the review to challenge assumptions or falsify results from practice using
academic research, or vice versa?
6 Would a synthesis of insights and evidence from the practical and research communities
be useful to either or both of those communities?
7 Is there a large volume of practitioner sources indicating high practitioner interest in
the topic?
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Table 5: Summary of benefits of using blog–like documents in research
# Benefit
1 In general, blog–like documents :
• provide information on practitioners’ contemporary perspectives on important topics
relevant to practice and to research; and
• promote the voice of the practitioner.
2 In particular, blog–like documents provide (access to) information on the practitioner’s:
• experience and inexperience of theirs’ and others’ software practice;
• motivations for that practice;
• values relating to that practice;
• emotions relating to that practice;
• beliefs about software practice;
• empirical data from their practice; and
• explanations of that practice.
3 In providing such information, blog–like documents:
• help bridge the divide between research and practice;
• complement the research literature by ‘filling in gaps’ in research; and
• help to counteract bias findings, as a result of publication bias in the research literature.
4 Blog–like documents should be considered when:
• the topic of the research is complex;
• the topic is not ‘solvable’ by using only the peer–reviewed research literature;
• there is a lack of quantity and/or quality of best evidence from research, or a lack of
consensus in the research;
• context is important to the study of the topic;
• the researcher intends to challenge existing assumptions and findings, either in research
or practice, or both;
• a synthesis of practice and research would be valuable to either or both communities;
• the researcher intends to consider trends over time; and
• the researcher seeks to better understand, assess or demostrate the impact of research
in relation to a particular topic.
5 Methodologically, the use of blog–documents in research helps researchers to:
• assess and address publication bias;
• compensate for the (un)availability of other sources of evidence;
• increase research visibility into actual software practice;
• access harder–to–access practitioners, e.g., due to logistics, or demographics;
• gather information for the research in a non–invasive way;
• scale–up their research to, or with, larger samples;
• complement and triangulate with, other sources of data
• provide an audit trail of their research, e.g., reduced need for preparing transcripts of
interviews.
• replicate each others’ study through public access to original data; and
• circumvent the need for lengthy and expensive transcriptions
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Table 6: General definitions of grey literature and blogs, with emboldened emphasis on
particularly relevant features
# Definition of grey literature Date Source
1 “. . . grey literature is composed of knowledge artefacts that are not the prod-
uct of peer-review processes characterizing publication in scientific jour-
nals. . . ” [emphasis added here]
2014 [39]
2 “. . . anything that has not been published in a traditional format or, in library
parlance, lacks bibliographic control, meaning it can be hard to look up.
This includes things such as conference proceedings, conference posters, disser-
tations and theses, government/institutional reports and raw data. . . luckily,
much of it is now online . . . ‘Institutional Repositories’. . . Government agen-
cies – federal, state, provincial, etc. . . . generate many reports that contain
excellent data. . . [B]logs, Tweets or Facebook postings. . . can also be a great
place to locate valuable information not found elsewhere.” [emphasis added
here]
2014 [42]
3 “[grey literature]. . . is produced on all levels of government, academics, busi-
ness and industry in print and electronic formats, but which is not controlled
by commercial publishers, i.e., where publishing is not the primary activity of
the producing body”
2011 [72]
4 “. . . literature that is not formally published in sources such as books or
journal articles. . . ” [emphasis added here]
2008 [40]
# Definition of blog Date Source
5 “There is no need to define ‘blog’. A blog is merely a tool that lets you
do anything from change the world to share your shopping list. I resist even
calling it a medium; it is a means of sharing information and also of interacting:
It’s more about conversation than content . . . Blogs are whatever they want
to be. Blogs are whatever we make them. Defining ‘blog’ is a fool’s errand.”
2005 [16]




Table 7: Indicative dimensions of variability in blog–like documents
Dimension Explanation and examples
Quality of written language For example the formality of language.
Natural language Most research appears to focus on English but there are of






‘Encoding’ of the media Text with, for example, HTML
(Proprietary) binary formats, e.g., Adobe PDF
Structure Headings, sub–headings
Content Reasoning, e.g., claims, reasons, arguments
Opinions
Reporting of actual experience, perhaps as a ‘war story’
Code–related information, e.g., source code, documentation,
API








TUAW A dataset from the Unofficial Apple Weblog dedicated to Apple products and
services (TUAW is now obsolete but the dataset is available).
http://tuaw.com
http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/uploads/1251628491/TUAW-dataset.zip
Digg A social news website
http://www.digg.com
http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/uploads/1296588940/Digg-dataset.zip
BlogCatalog A social blog directory that manages blogs and bloggers.
http://www.blogcatalog.com/
http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/uploads/1252092625/BlogCatalog-dataset.zip
Engadget A multilingual weblog providing information on digital electronics.
http://http//www.http://www.engadget.com/
http://users.sch.gr/lakritid/code.php?c=3




Table 9: Corpora of blog–like documents (or similar) used in argumentation mining and
experience mining
Reference Date Document type
Argumentation mining corpora (selected from [44])
Rinott et al. [67] 2015 Wikipedia pages
Aharoni et al. [3] 2014 Wikipedia pages
Boltuzic and Snajder [9] 2014 User comments
Habernal et al. [31] 2014 Web documents
Park and Cardie [52] 2014 User comments
Rosenthal and McKeown [69] 2012 Blogs, forums
Biran and Rambow [7] 2011 Blog threads
Experience mining corpora (drawn from a currently unpublished literature view [63])
Swanson et al.[78] 2014 229 blogs containing personal stories
Inui et al. [33] 2008 One year’s worth of Japanese weblog posts
Qamra et al. [58] 2006 Over one million blog posts collected from
crawling the blogosphere from December 2004
through September 2005
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Table 10: Garousi et al.’s [23] and Soldani et al.’s [75] quality checklists
Garousi et al.’s [23] quality checklist items
Authority of the producer
Is the publishing organization reputable? Is an individual author associated with a rep-
utable organization?
Has the author published other work in the
field?
Does the author have expertise in the area?
Methodology
Does the source have a clearly stated aim? Does the source have a stated methodology?
Is the source supported by authoritative, con-
temporary references?
Are any limits clearly stated?
Does the work cover a specific question? Does the work refer to a particular popula-
tion or case?
Objectivity
Does the work seem to be balanced in pre-
sentation?
Is the statement in the sources as objective
as possible? Or, is the statement a subjective
opinion?
Is there vested interest? Are the conclusions supported by the data?
Date: Does the item have a clearly stated date?
Position regarding related resources: Have key related grey literature or formal sources been linked to / discussed?
Novelty
Does it enrich or add something unique to
the research?
Does it strengthen or refute a current posi-
tion?
Impact : A normalisation of several impact metrics
Number of citations Number of backlinks
Number of media shares Number of comments
Number of views
Outlet type: 1st Tier, 2nd Tier, or 3rd Tier (see Figure 1)
Soldani et al.’s [75] quality checklist items
Inclusion criteria
I1 The study discusses the industrial applica-
tion of microservices.
I2 The study discusses the benefits or short-
comings of microservice design, development
or operation.
I3 The study reports on direct experiences,
opinions or practices on microservices by ed-
ucated practitioners.
I4 The study refers to a practical case-study
of design, development or operation of mi-
croservices.
Exclusion criteria
E1 The study does not offer details on design
or implementation of microservices.
E2 The study is not referred to industrial
cases or other factual evidence.
E3 The benefits or pitfalls of microservices
are not justified/quantified by the study.
E4 The study does not provide scope and lim-
itations of proposed solutions/patterns.
E5 The study does not offer evidence of a practitioner perspective.
Additional control factors
C1 Practical experience: A study is to be
selected only if it is written by practition-
ers with 5+ experience in service-oriented
design, development and operation, or if it
refers to established microservices solutions
with 2+ years of operation.
C2 Industrial case-study: A study is to be
selected only if it refers to at least 1 indus-
trial case-study where a quantifiable number
of microservices are operated.
C3 Heterogeneity: The selected studies re-
flect at least 5 top industrial domains and
markets where microservices were success-
fully applied.
C4 Implementation quantity: The selected
studies refer to/show implementation details
for the benefits and pitfall they discuss, so
that other researchers and practitioners can
use them in action.
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Table 11: Summary of challenges to using blog–like documents and content in research,
grouped by theme
# Challenge
Foundations, e.g., There are a lack of. . .
1 Formal definitions of grey literature and blog–like documents and content;
2 Formal models of blog–like documents and content, in particular;
• a data model of blog–documents and content; and
• a process model of the creation, review and publication of blog–documents and
content;
3 Discriminating frameworks for evaluating the quality of blog–like documents and
content, and classifying those documents and content;
The inherent nature of blog–like documents and content, e.g., There are challenges managing. . .
4 The very large quantity of blog–like documents
5 The variability of blog–like content and documents
6 The uncertain process for generating, publishing and revising the content of blog–like
documents;
7 The ambiguity of language in the content of blog posts;
Resources, e.g., There are a lack of. . .
8 Repositories of blog–like documents;
9 Tools to work with blog–like documents and content, for example:
• to select the higher–quality documents when performing a search; and
• to select particular types of blog–like documents, e.g., those reporting experience,
values, explanations etc.
10 Datasets and annotated corpora of blog–like documents, including;
a lack of ‘standards’ for describing and comparing datasets; and
a lack of ‘standards’ for annotation of such datasets;
Search engines
11 Search engines with proprietary indexing algorithms (and content delivery networks)
introduce challenges for the independent reproducibility of search results.
Quality–assurance, e.g. there is a lack of:
12 Well–developed and accepted checklist for the quality–assurance of various aspects
of blog–like documents including:
• the author;
• the document;
• the content of the document, e.g., claims;
• the readers’ assessment of the credibility of the document;
• the readers;
• the readers’ feedback on the document, e.g., comments, shares, upvotes;
Methodology
13 The evidential value of blog–like content;
14 The appropriate research methods to use with blog–like documents and content.
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Table 12: Summary of research directions
# Research direction
Foundations
1 Replicate the work of Cenite et al. [13] (see section 2) to better understand the ethical
beliefs and practices of software practitioners who write blog–like documents.
2 Validate and evaluate the reference definition.
3 Develop and validate a data model, particularly for the different kinds of content (see
Table 7).
4 Develop and validate a process model of the writing and revision of blog–like documents.
A preliminary model has been developed [64] and subsequently revised [60]
5 Develop a more refined framework for classifying blog–like documents (see section 4 and
Figure 1).
The inherent nature of blog–like documents
6 Develop and evaluate guidance for conducting searches. (We have already developed search
heuristics [62].)
7 Develop and evaluate search tools. We have developed a suite of tools collectively known as
COAST and are evaluating that suite of tools (https://github.com/zedrem/coast_core
and https://github.com/zedrem/coast_search). In section 2 we identified a number of
existing studies of searching, crawling and mining the blogosphere, e.g., Ferreira et al. [21],
Simões et al. [74], Blanvillain et al [8], Chau et al. [14], and Lakshmanan & Oberhofer
[38].
8 Investigate processes that bloggers use to generate, review and edit, publish and post–
publish revise their blog–like documents
Resources
9 Identify, classify and evaluate datasets and corpora. Table 8 and Table 9 provide initial
examples. A further set is provided in [63].
10 Develop guidelines for describing datasets to help researchers aggregate or otherwise as-
semble datasets for use in their research
11 Develop guidelines for annotating corpora to help researchers use those corporate in sub-
sequent research.
Guidelines and checklists. . .
12 Develop and evaluate guidelines specifically for the use of blog–like documents in software
engineering research. Such guidelines may distinguish between the use of blog–like docu-
ments in a primary study compared to a secondary study. Garousi et al.’s [23] guidelines
for MLRs are a resource from which to start to develop guidelines specifically for blog–like
documents.
13 Develop and evaluate a quality assessment checklist specifically for the use of blog–like
documents in software engineering research. Garousi et al.’s [23] checklist and Soldani et
al.’s [75] checklist (see Table 10) are two resources from which to start to develop checklists
specifically for blog–like documents.
14 Investigate the blogging characteristics of blogging behaviour (cf. section 2 and particu-
larly 3) e.g., how long practitioners take to write a blog etc. The most obvious method of
investigation would be the survey (or interview) however this requires self–assessment. An
alternative could be to collect statistics from a blogging platform. These characteristics
can then be compared with other datesets, e.g., those listed in Table 9.
Methodology
15 Systematically compare the framing of blog–like documents as cases in contrast to blog–
like documents as literature, and consider the implications for the evidential value of
blog–like documents and for research methodology
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Table 13: Summary of case–survey protocol
# Stage
S1 Establish research objectives, requirements and rationale
Establish rationale for the research. Establish research objectives. Establish general re-
search questions and specific sub–questions, prioritise those, and structure them. Define
propositions and/or hypotheses (if any). Define variables. Assure the quality of the re-
search objectives etc.
S2 Define and source cases.
Define the case (unit of analysis). Design the search strategy, search queries and search
terms. Ensure consistent alignment of cases, search strategy etc and research questions.
Execute searches. Download the search results. Perform backward snowballing on URL
links in the downloaded search results. Perform post–search quality filtering. Perform
quality assurance checks on the downloaded data and the filtered data.
S3 Define the survey of cases.
Identify more specific exploratory research questions. Identify variables. Operationalise
variables.
S4 Extract data from the surveyed cases.
S5 Analyse extracted data.
Test the propositions and hypotheses. Answer the research questions.
S6 Disseminate the findings of the study.
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Table 14: Similarities and differences between secondary studies and primary studies of
blog–like documents
# Similarities between secondary studies and primary studies
1 Secondary studies and primary studies both distinguish the blog–like document from the
content of that document;
2 Secondary studies and primary studies both investigate naturally–written texts that have
varying degrees of formality and written quality;
3 Secondary studies and primary studies both seek ‘coverage’ of the body of literature;
4 Secondary studies and primary studies both (potentially) deal with a large volume of
literature, i.e. have scaling challenges;
5 Secondary studies and primary studies both seek to apply quality–criteria to select the
more relevant and higher–quality documents (though the quality–criteria may differ, per-
haps significantly);
6 Secondary studies and primary studies both use similar keyword–based search engines to
search for appropriate literature (though there are differences in the search capabilities of
the respective search engines, and in the repositories available);
7 Secondary studies and primary studies both analyse documents with unknown or uncertain
(editorial) processes of document–generation;
8 Secondary studies and primary studies both analyse documents with unknown or uncertain
processes of knowledge–generation or –accumulation;
# Differences between secondary studies and primary studies
9 Secondary studies and primary studies differ in their conception of the object of study:
1. Secondary studies review publications; whilst
2. Primary studies analyse data;
10 Secondary studies and primary studies may differ in their degree of coverage:
1. Secondary studies seek a (relatively) comprehensive coverage of the literature; whilst
2. Primary studies seek a representative sample of the population of literature;
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